Triple+ system information

System
Alerts
received by user application
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My System is
OFFLINE

Ok!

•HUB is connected to the Internet and the
Triple+ Cloud.
•All system’s devices are connected, online,
and functioning properly.

Check!
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I received a "Leak"
alert and there's
no water

•Water Flood Sensor detected water leak.
Tap on the device shaded in red fo the
exact location of the leak event.

Offline!

•HUB is not connected to the internet.

Triple+ Invites you
to get to know your
system devices for easy
identiﬁcation

1.Check the Triple+ APP to determine
where the leak was detected.
2.Check that the Actuator is closed by
verifying with the Triple+ APP.
3.Call a plumber to repair the leak problem.
4.Once the leak is repaired, open the
Valve by tapping the Open button.
You cannot open the valve with the
Triple+ APP if there is an active leak
notiﬁcation.

•Low battery level alert from a device
(drops below 60% and 15%).
•One or more devices are oﬄine.
•Device detected ambient temperature
over 55°C / 131F or lower than 5°C / 41F.
•Water Flow Sensor alert (low, medium,
high abnormal ﬂow detected).

Leak!

•Check the indicator LED mode on the HUB.
If the LED is blinking Blue, there is a communication malfunction.
To solve the problem:
1.Check your network and make sure that you have a functioning Internet
connection (from a computer for example).
2.Reset the HUB by the taking out the batteries and disconnect the power
cable for 10 seconds.
3.Reinstall the batteries and plug in power cable.
4.Wait for the HUB LED to ﬂash Green and in the Triple+ APP check for the
“OK” Green notiﬁcation.
5. If the problem persists, contact the Triple+ Technical Support Department
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How do I make sure
my system is
connected and
working properly
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HUB LED
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Will the system
continue working
independently when
there is no internet
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Will my system
continue to work during
a power outage

•Visual HUB Check:
Check the HUB LED color and verify it is ﬂashing Green.
•Triple+ APP:
On the main screen the system is displayed in Green and “OK” is presented.
Blue Blinking: Loss of communication between the HUB and Internet or the
Hub and a device(s) (Flood Sensor, Actuator, etc.).
Green Blinking: All OK.
Red Blinking: Low battery level / batteries inserted incorrectly, or a water leak
has been detected.
Yes, the HUB will continue to function without connectivity to the Triple+ Cloud.
No alerts or notiﬁcations are sent to Triple+ APP during this Internet outage
scenario.

•The various system devices are battery operated and continue to work during
power outage.
The HUB will operate on backup batteries for 8 hours.
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1.Grey Frame- Device Oﬄine and out of communication.
Check if Repeater is required to extend communication range.

“Check”notiﬁcation recived

2.Orange Frame - Low battery level
Check battery level, Replace the batteries if necessary.
3.Orange Frame - The Water Flow Sensor detected
abnormal water consumption.
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There's no water, I've
If the Integrated Shutoﬀ unit is installed:
received no warning and
I have no ability to open
Device through the Triple+ APP

4.Orange Frame- One component detected high/low
temperature.

If the Actuator is installed:

1

Manually turn and
open the black handle
2
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2.Pull the actuator A

A

3.Unscrew the connector 3
and remove the cable.

• Press the orange button 1
for 5 seconds untill actuation.

• If this does not work, the
Actuator should be opened
in the following manner:
1.Remove the safety pin 2

4.Connect the Key (attached in the kit) to
the upper side of the adapter and turn.
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